Internship Proposal - 2020/2021
Magistère PCM / Diplôme ENS Paris-Saclay
BSc and MSc in Chemistry - Frédéric Joliot-Curie track
Université Paris-Saclay / Ecole normale supérieure Paris-Saclay
Student Name (if known):

 Proposal destined to:
1st year students (Bachelor’s degree)

✔

2nd year (Master’s degree)

 Internship Dates
- for 1st year students min. 7 weeks (35 working days) - begining of June 2021
- for 2nd year students min. 4 months - begining of April 2021
01/04/2021
31/07/2021
Start date:
End date:
 Identification of the host institution (SIRET, SIREN, DUNS):

CENTRE NATIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE SCIENTIFIQUE (FRENCH NATIONAL CENTER

 Scholarship (reminder: Internships lasting longer than 44 working days are legally
subject to a statutory bonus in France, except for “élèves normaliens” ; if the
internship is not located in France the law of the effective country applies):
Yes ✔
Expected monthly income:
No
€ 560.00

 Host Organization - Internship Research Laboratory:
Name: Centre de Recherche Paul Pascal
Affiliation: CNRS
Address: 115 Avenue du Dr Schweitzer
Zip code: 33600

City: Pessac

Country: France

 Internship Supervisor:
Name: Clérac

First Name: Rodolphe

Contact Information (email): clerac@crpp-bordeaux.cnrs.fr
Contact Information (phone): +33 603517416

 Legal Representative Person for the Host Institution:
Name: Prof. Zakri

First Name: Cécile

Contact Information (email): zakri@crpp-bordeaux.cnrs.fr
Contact Information (phone):
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 Internship proposal:
Title: Advanced 2D materials by metal-organic framework engineering
Summary: Two-dimensional (2D) materials, i.e. materials that exhibit covalent chemical



bonding in only one spatial plane like graphene or purely inorganic 2D
chalcogenides, are presently at the forefront of fundamental and applied research.
However, these purely inorganic materials, yet structurally simple, leave hardly
any possibility for tailoring their electronic, magnetic or optical properties for
specific applications. The use of Coordination Chemistry to design 2D materials
is a very promising synthetic approach offering almost endless possibilities for
the tuning of the physical properties, thus allowing to get a deeper understanding
into complex physical phenomena in solid-state materials.
The M3 group at the CRPP has recently demonstrated that exciting features
appear in Cr(pyrazine)2Cl2, a 2D coordination “polymer” that belongs to the
above-mentioned family of compounds (Nat. Chem. (2018), 10, 1056). Strong
magnetic interactions between the spin carriers result in ferrimagnetic order
below 55 K, while a remarkably high electrical conductivity (for a 2D
coordination “polymer”) is observed at room temperature (32 mS cm-1) due to
the electron delocalization within the Cr(pyrazine)2Cl2 layer. As a continuation
of the work done in the Cr(pyrazine)2Cl2 system, this project will be devoted to
the design and synthesis of new 2D systems that feature coexistent charge
Scientific Field(s):
transport and magnetism pertinent to two spatial dimensions.
Theory
Supramolecular
See the recent published papers from our group on this topic: Nature Chemistry
✔
Experimental
Catalysis
(2018), 10, 1056; Polyhedron (2018), 153, 248; Science
(2020), 370, 587;

Organic Chemistry

Biophysics

✔

Inorganic Chemistry

Biochemistry

✔

Physical Chemistry

✔

Photophysics

Polymer

Photochemistry

✔

 Confidentiality of the Internship:
✔

No

Materials
Other: magnetism
conductivity

Yes - if so, NDA is required to be
provided by the Host Organization

 Internship Supervisor at école
normale supérieure Paris-Saclay:

 Internship Supervisor at Paris-Saclay
University:

Cédric Mongin | Assistant Professor

Giulia Fornasieri | Assistant Professor

Laboratoire PPSM | Bâtiment Nord, 4ème étage
+33(0)1 81 87 56 07 | cedric.mongin@ens-paris-saclay.fr

ICMMO | Bâtiment 420, RdC
+33(0)1 69 15 78 90 | giulia.fornasieri@universite-paris-saclay.fr

ENS Paris-Saclay - 4 avenue des Sciences
91190 Gif-sur-Yvette - France
www.ens-paris-saclay.fr

Université Paris-Saclay - Rue du doyen Georges Poitou
91405 Orsay cedex - France
www.universite-paris-saclay.fr
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